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Background
Early stage NSCLC is potentially curable with
radical surgery. Cisplatin-based adjuvant CT
improves survival and is recommended in the
ESMO guidelines for stage II-III completely
resected NSCLC. There is limited evidence to
guide the use of adjuvant CT and RT in
incompletely resected (R1) early stage NSCLC.

Between January and April 2012, 768 surveys
were collected from 41 European countries
(Table 1). The majority (82.9%) of participants
are medical oncologists, about a half are ESMO
members and more than one-third are based in
a University Hospital (Demographics are
summarized in Table 2).

Design and objective
A European survey of oncologists treating lung
cancer was conducted to evaluate the use of
adjuvant CT and RT for R1-resected NSCLC and
to identify factors influencing treatment
decisions. Demographics were collected and
outcomes such as clinical stage, regimens,
cycles
planned,
radiotherapy
site,
multidisciplinary management and discussion
about inconclusive evidence with the patient
were analyzed. Logistic regression model was
used to detect statistical association and to
estimate Odds Ratio; Cochrane-Armitage test
was used to detect trend.

Results

Multiple choice was allowed for different
questions on prescription of adjuvant CT (Table
3) and adjuvant RT (Table 4).
Adjuvant CT is prescribed by 91.4% of
participants with wide variation according to
stage. Most commonly chosen regimens are:
Cisplatin/Vinorelbine (81.2%) and Cisplatin/
Gemcitabine (42.9%). Notably 13% and 44% of
respondents prescribe adjuvant chemo for
stage IA and IB, respectively. Furthermore,
carboplatin-based doublets are largely used
and, despite no indication in this setting,
pemetrexed-based doublets are chosen by
17-26% of participants.

Multidisciplinary discussion happens very
frequently and lack of clinical evidence is
discussed with the patient by 85% of
physicians. About a half of respondents
prescribe adjuvant RT and notably the majority
(85%) suggest its use also for pN2 disease
despite this is not recommended by ESMO
guidelines neither for completely resected
tumors. Univariate analysis showed that
prescription of CT was associated with Medical
Oncology specialty and ESMO membership
(p<0.001 for both), activity in clinical research
(p=0.002)
and
increased
frequency
of
consultation of ESMO guidelines (p for trend
<0.001). Prescription of RT was associated
with Radiation Oncology specialty (p<0.001),
years practicing specialty (p for trend = 0.001)
and increased workload (p for trend = 0.027).

Conclusions
This European survey indicates that adjuvant CT
and RT for incompletely resected (R1) NSCLC
are commonly used in clinical practice despite
limited clinical evidence. There is a high level of
variability in the chemotherapy regimens
prescribed and in the dose of radiotherapy
delivered both to the surgical bed and for pN2
disease. Prospective clinical trials for R1resected NSCLC are necessary to clarify optimal
management.
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